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Abstract

It is well established in the child abuse literature that adolescent mothers are at a heightened

risk for the perpetration of child abuse. However, Iittle is known about the extent to which

this relationship persists among those who became mothers as adolescents but are now within

adulthood. Such knowledge is important since adolescence is a relatively short period in the

lifecycle but is one that sets the stage for a lifetime of parenting, including abusive parenting.

Applying Erikson's theory, it is argued that impaired identity resulting from adolescent

parenthood will increase the risk of child abuse. The purpose of this study is to investigate

the manner in which variables that serve as proxies for identity formation, namely education,

employment, and self-esteem, operate in the production of child abuse for formerly

adolescent mothers (FAMs). Using a representative sample of 4,387 Canadian mothers, both

descriptive and logistic regression analyses are conducted. The results demonstrate that

FAMs are, indeed, more likely to abuse their children than adult mothers. With the exception

of self-esteem, the identity variables operate as hypothesized. However, the multivariate

analyses show that identity formation alone is an insufficient explanation for FAMs' higher

likelihood of child abuse. Not only do the results suggest that Erikson's theory is inadequate

as an explanation for FAM's increased risk of child abuse, but the analyses also imply that a

more holistic approach is needed to fully comprehend this phenomenon. Policy implications

are identified in the hope that they will help to guide various stakeholders in ending not only

the short term, but also the long term negative impacts of adolescent parenting that lead to

the abuse of children.
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Chapterl: Introduction

The majority of empirical research has shown that adolescent mothers are at a

heightened risk for child abuse (Bolton, Laner, & Kane, 1980; Connelly & Straus, 1992;De

Paul & Domenech, 2000; Miller, 1984; straus, Gelles, & steinmetz, i980). It has been

estimated that between 367o and 5I7o of all reported cases of abuse in the United States are

perpetrated by mothers who are currently within adolescence or who first gave birth during

that period of their lives (Bolton, 1990). However, why this relationship exists and how it

evolves with time is not well understood. An examination of the course of this relationship

ovet time, indeed, is an understudied phenomenon in the research on child abuse.

The purpose of this research is to determine if the increased likelihood of child abuse

that has been found among adolescent mothers continues after they make the transition into

adulthood and, if so, to contribute to an understanding of why is this the case. To investigate

this question, the risk of child physical abuse for a child born during a woman's adolescence

(formerly adolescent mothers: FAMs) will be compared to the risk of chitd abuse for a child

born within a woman's adulthood (adult mothers).

If a heightened level of risk of child abuse is maintained after adolescence, FAMs

will be identified as a population that would benefit from intervention aimed at reducing their

child abuse risk. Such findings would suggest the possibility that increased. risk among

young mothers is a result of difficulty in negotiating the developmental tasks required of

adolescence.

Before we can determine whether the adolescent motherhood-child abuse relationship

changes with time, it is important to clarify what is meant by the term "child abuse" and

review the literatu¡e on child abuse among adolescent mothers. Then theory can guide our

understanding of why young mothers are at an increased risk for child abuse, and help us to

predict how this relationship may be influenced over time.
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Defining Child Abuse

For the purpose of the present study, "child abuse" will be limited to physical abuse.

Researchers have operationally defined physical abuse in several ways, including "the

creation, development, or active promotion of behaviours, events, or situations under the

patent's or caretaker's control that result in the intentional (non-accidental) physical injury of

a child less than i8 years of age" (Milner, 1998, p.I43), "any nonaccidental injury sustained

by a child under 18 years of age resulting from acts of commission or omission by a parent,

guardian, or other caretakers" (Burgess & Garbarino, 1983, p. i163), and the "infliction of

physical injury (e.g. shaking, beating, burning, biting)" (Peterson, 1993, p. 64).

There is no single agreed-upon definition of physical abuse among researchers.

Therefore, the use of the term in the present study must be clarified. The Health Canada

(2001) definition will be used. It states that physical abuse is "the deliberate application of

force to any part of a child's body, which results or may result in a non-accidental injury. It

may involve hitting a child a single time, or it may involve a pattern of incidents" (p. 5).

This definition of physical abuse includes physical punishment, reflecting the notion that

physical abuse includes a continuum of acts ranging from levels of lesser to greater severity.

Therefore, for the purpose of the present study, child abuse will be defined as any act of

physical force against a child that involves striking that child, including physical punishmenr.



Chapter II: Review of the Literature

Previous Research on Adolescent Motherhood and Child Abuse

Adolescent Mothers and Child Abuse

The majority of empirical research has demonstrated that a positive relationship

between adolescent motherhood and child abuse does exist (Benedict, White, & Cornely,

1985; Bolton & Laner, 1981; Bolton et al., 1980; Chaffin, Kelleher, & Hollenberg,Igg6;

connelly & straus, 1992; creighron, 1985; De Paul & Domenech, 2000; Haskerr, Johnson, &

Miller, 1994;Herrenkohl & Herrenkohl, L979; Miller, 1984; Schloesser, Pierpont, &

Poertner, 1992; Straus et al., 1980). For example, Garcia Coll, Hoffman, Van Houten, and

Oh (1987) found that adolescent mothe¡s compared to adult mothers used more physical

punishment with their children. Benedict et al. (1985) determined that while 50.97o of a

sample of abusive mothers were adolescents, 42.97o of a sample of non-abusive mothers

were adolescents - a statistically significant difference. Using child abuse potential scores,

DePaul and Domenech (2000) found that risk of child abuse was significantly higher in

adolescent mothers compared to adult mothers.

No studies have found a negative relationship between adolescent motherhood and

child abuse. However, there are a few studies that either do not find a significant relationship

between adolescent motherhood and child abuse (Cadzow, Armstrong, & Fraser, 1999; Earp

&. Ory, 1980; Gil, 1970; Massat, 1993; Murphy, Orkow, & Nicola, 1985), or find

inconclusive results (Sherman, Evans, Boyle, Cuddy, & Norman, 1983). The inability to

detect a relationship or inconclusive findings may be due to problems related to

conceptualizing adolescent motherhood. It is possible that studies finding no relationship

between adolescent motherhood and child abuse are confounded by a short phase of

adolescence, ending at age20. That is, child abuse resulting from the circumstances found

among adolescent mothers may not manifest itself until the women are within adulthood.



Adolescent Mothers. FAMs and Child Abuse

Some studies of adolescent mothers have been challenged on the basis that they did

not include as adolescent mothers, women who first gave birth in adolescence but are

currently in adulthood. For example, Gil (1970) found only 9.29Vo of the repolted cases of

child abuse in the United States were perpetrated by mothers currently within adolescence in

ayer when adolescents accounted for Il.5Vo to l'7.5Vo of the general population. However,

in a review of Gil's study, Kinard and Klerman (1980) point out when the data are reanalysed

using all mothers who gave birth within adolescence, including mothers cunently within

adolescence and FAMs, the percentage increases to 37.97o. Similarly, Massat (1993) found

that 5.87o of reported cases of child abuse involved cunently adolescent parents as

perpetrators. However, Massat measured adolescent parenthood in the same way as Gil.

Thus, a reanalysis of this study using any women who gave birth within adolescence

including women currently within adolescence and FAMs, may also provide results that are

more consistent with the existing body of scientific knowledge on the adolescent

motherhood-child abuse relationship.

Support for this hypothesis comes from studies that have included both FAMs and

currently adolescent mothers in their samples. Bolton et al. (1980) found that36.5Vo of the

sample of child abuse cases (n = 4,851) were perpetrated by mothers who gave birth within

adolescence, including mothers currently within adolescence and FAMs. The data were

collected in 1978, when only 747o of the general population in the United States were

adolescents (Adams, Gullotta, & Markstorm-Adams, 1994). Similar findings emerged from

a study conducted in the UK; at a time when adolescents accounted for approximately 107o

of the general population in the United Kingdom,35.9% of reported cases of child abuse

were perpetrated by mothers cunently within adolescence o¡ who had given birth during

adolescence (Creighton, 1985). The findings of these studies suggest that researchers need to
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view FAMs as a separate group from mothers currently within adolescence and adult mothers

who first gave birth within adulthood.

Overall, the weight of scientific evidence suggests that adolescent motherhood is

related to child abuse. However, confirming the existence of this relationship does not

explain why it exists. The age of a woman when she becomes a mother may not be the only

factor that conrributes to her increased likelihood of child abuse. Many developmental

challenges accompany the stage of adolescence that may contribute to the adolescent

motherhood-child abuse relationship (Adams et al., 1994). As the process of moving from

adolescence to adulthood is a developmental one, Erikson's psychosocial theory can provide

a framework for understanding this process.
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Chapter III: The Application of Erikson's Theory

Adolescent mothers are within adolescence for only a short period before they move

into adulthood, yet they remain parents for a lifetime. Little, however, is known about the

course of the relationship between adolescent motherhood and child abuse risk over time, as

these mothers move into and through a new developmental stage. A developmental

approach, therefore, may help to illuminate this relationship. Erikson's (1963) stage theory

may be particularly helpful, as it addresses the role of developmental crises and their

resolution in personality functioning and psychological well being. Erikson proposes that the

inabiliry to resolve a developmental crisis will be carried into the next life stage and hinder

the completion of future developmental tasks.

The stage in Erikson's theory that corresponds to adolescence is "identity versus role

confusion." According to Erikson, if the adolescent is unable to form a healthy identity

during adolescence, the resolution of future developmental tasks will be impaired. Erikson

(1963) states that educational attainment, occupational goals, and beliefs about others'

perceptions of oneself are fundamental for the formation of a secure identity during

adolescence.

The additional task of parenting during adolescence creates role collision by forcing

the development of parenting skills and responsibilities that are not typically required at this

life stage. It could be argued that the untimely occurrence of motherhood within adolescence

in Western industrial societies can interfere with the development of a strong identity

because of the collision of roles, which, in turn, leads to role confusion. If motherhood

occurs during adolescence, education and occupational goals may be interrupted and the

negative perceptions of others may threaten the development of positive self-esteem.

Eriksonian theory would predict that the resulting role confusion will end in crisis and create

an impaired identity. This impaired identity is predicted to manifest itself in an inability to
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manage the demands of parenthood, hampering the mother's ability to recognize and meet

the child's needs, and increasing the likelihood of child abuse.

Parental conceptions of children and the parenrchild relationship have been found to

be strongly age related G = 0.76); supporting the notion that parental awareness is a

developmentally acquired aspect of social cognition (Newberger & Cook, 1983). Compared

to adult mothers, adolescent mothers tend to be less empathetic toward their children

(Baranowski, Schilmoeller, & Higgins, 1990). Haskett etal. (1994) found that both younger

and older adolescents were very rigid in their approach to childrearing. Further, adolescent

mothers tend to be more reÌiant than adult mothers on physical punishment (Garcia Coll et al,

i987; Stevens-Simon & Nelligan, 1998).

Parents whose interactions with their children are controlling and punishing of the

child are at greater risk of child abuse (Monroe & Schellenbach, 1989). Therefore, the

aforementioned characteristics associated with adolescent parenting are related to increased

risk of child abuse; lending support to the notion that difficulty in meeting the demands of the

adult role during adolescence may precipitate a developmental crisis that impairs the

adolescent's ability to form an identity that allows for competent parenting. The

developmental factors that Erikson deems important for healthy identity formation -

educational at[ainment, occupational goals, and positive self-esteem drawn from others'

perceptions of oneself - may be impaired due to unclear role boundaries or role confusion.

A common behavioural outcome of role confusion is delinquency (Erikson, 1968). In

the event of role confusion catalyzed by motherhood, it is reasonable to argue that delinquent

behaviour could be expressed as child abuse. The simultaneous tasks of adolescence and

motherhood places adolescents' social and emotional development at risk, which also places

their children at risk because the adolescent may not be able to meet the demands of

parenting (Hurlbut, McDonald Culp, Jambunathan, & Bulter, L997). Poor identity formation
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is common among child abusers and accounts for their inabilily to cope well with life stresses

and their vulnerability to any behaviour or situation that is perceived as an attack on their

fragile sense of self (Steele, 1991). Furthermore, if the child's behaviour is perceived as a

failure to respect or to satisfy the abuser's needs, the result may be physical abuse (Steele,

1997). Following Erikson, the adolescent's impaired identity due to role confusion would

continue into adulthood unresolved and, therefore, maintain a heightened risk of child abuse.

Identity Variables

When applying Erikson's theory, education, occupational goals, and self-esteem

become identity variables. It is necessary to discuss these variables in more detail to

understand how they function and how they are theorized to continue to function over time.

Education

Following Erikson's theory, becoming a mother within adolescence may disrupt the

attainment of educational goals and contribute to role confusion. Pregnancy during

adolescence has indeed been associated with an increased likelihood of dropping out of high

school (Freeman & Rickels, 1993). Freeman and Rickels (1993) compaled adolescents who

chose to have an abortion to adolescents who chose to continue the pregnancy. Two years

later,93%ò of the abortion group had completed high school compared to 697o of the delivery

group; more than seven times as many of the delivery group compared to the abortion group

had dropped out of high school.

Further, it has been found that abusing populations have lower educational attainment

than non-abusing populations (Benedict et al., 1985; Cadzow et al., 1999; De Paul &

Domenech, 2000; Schloesser et aL.,1992). Benedict et al. (1985) found the mean completed

years of education for an abusing sample to be 10.5 years. Cadzow et al. (1999) found that

an educational level of less than 10 years significantly increased child abuse potential.

Therefore, a higher level of education is associated with a lower risk of child abuse.
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Education, at the very least, is hindered or delayed with the event of parenting within

adolescence; thereby increasing the risk ofchild abuse.

With respect to FAMs, the question becomes; will the risk of child abuse evolve as

the adolescent mother becomes an adult mother? Erikson's theory would lead one to argue

that lower educational attainment within adolescence will impair identity formation due to

role confusion and will be carried into adulthood. Since adolescent motherhood has been

shown to increase the likelihood of high school drop out (Freeman & Rickels, 1993), it is

reasonable to assume that educational attainment for FAMs will be lower than for adult

mothers. Therefore, it can be predicted that education will continue to be relatively low for

FAMs; thereby increasing their risk of child abuse compared to adult mothers.

Occupational Goals

Although occupation and employment choices are not settled within adolescence, it is

during this period that various choices are explored. Adolescent mothers, compared to their

non-parenting counterparts, may have less opportunity to investigate and pursue occupational

interests due to the additional pressures and responsibilities of parenting. The inability to

explore occupational options may translate into increased unemployment or decreased

employability.

A longitudinal study by Furstenberg, Brooks-Gunn, and Morgan (1987) compared

adolescent mothers and non-parenting classmates. The results of the study indicate that after

six years those who had become parents in adolescence were tess likely to be employed.

Employment rate did improve for these women with time but they remained in less skilled or

lower paying jobs.

In comparison to non-abusive populations, abusive populations tend to have

considerably higher rates of unemployment lchristoffersen, 2000; Creighton, 1985; Gillham

et al., 1998; Kotch & Thomas, 1986). For example, Christoffersen (2000) found that lack of
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vocational training and long term maternal unemployment were more likely in abusive

families compared to non-abusive families. Gillham et al. (1998) found a strong correlation

between reported cases of child abuse and female unemployment G - 0.570). Therefore, the

risk of child abuse increases with unemployment or decreased employability.

With the constrained opportunity to achieve occupational goals and explore

employment choices that comes with adolescent motherhood, role confusion may develop

creating an impaired identity and, thereby, increase the risk of child abuse. On the basis of

Eriksonian theory, it can be predicted that role confusion rooted in the continuing inability to

explore occupational choices and, therefore, form a healthy identity, will continue into

adulthood, along with decreased employment or employability and the continuation of

heightened risk for child abuse.

Self-Esteem

According to Erikson, belief about others' perceptions of oneself influence the

formation of a healthy identity. Believed perceptions of others that become internalized,

labelled by C. H. Cooley as the "looking glass self' (Felson, 1993), affect our self-esteem

(Bishop & Inderbitzen, 1995; Burnett, 1996; Burnett & McCrindle, 1999). Self-esteem has

been defined as "the global evaluative dimension of the selfl' (Santrock, 1996, p. 384) and .

has been found to be a good indicator of identity formation (Hurlbut et al., 1997).

According to Erikson, adolescence is a stage where identity is being explored. How

peers communicate their appraisals of the adolescent changes the adolescent's self-

perceptions and self-esteem @elson, 1993). Becoming a mother during adolescence may

heighten a young woman's exposure and sensitivity to others' negative judgements and harm

her self-esteem. The resulting negative view of herself may interfere with the development

of a strong identity.
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Research comparing the self-esteem of pregnant and non-pregnant adolescents has

resulted in inconsistent findings. Some research has determined that there is a correlation

between low self-esteem and adolescent pregnancy (Elkes & Crocitto, 1987; Held, 1981;

Lineberger, 1981). The crisis of pregnancy during adolescence may lead to feeling

overwhelmed, inadequate, and unworthy, thereby creating poor self-esteem (Zongher, 1977).

Other research has been unable to confirm such a finding (McCullough & Scherman, 1991;

Robinson & Frank, 1994).

Despite this discrepancy across studies, it has been demonstrated that adolescent

females who experience many transitions, compared to those who do not experience many

transitions during adolescence may develop lower self-esteem (Simmons, 1981).

Motherhood during adolescence would create more transitions and place the adolescent

mother at risk for lower self-esteem than non-parenting adolescents (Hurlbut et al., 1997).

For example, Herrmann, Van Cleve, and Levisen (1998) found a significant drop in self-

esteem for adolescent mothers between birth of the child and six months. Furthermore, low

self-esteem of adolescent mothers has been found to predict an inability to understand the

child's perspective, lack of empathy, unrealistic developmental expectations, and approval of

corporal punishment; all of which may increase the likelihood of child abuse (Hurlbut et al.,

1991).

Some empirical findings lend support to this prediction. In a representative sample of

644 families reported for child abuse, low maternal self-esteem was associated with child

abuse (Brown, Cohen, Johnson, & Salzinger, 1998). Other research also confirms this

relationship (Anderson & Lauderdale,1982; Friedrich & Wheeler, 1982; Steele, 1987). It

has been suggested that people who have low self-esteem may become abusive towards their

children because they see the child as a reincarnation of their own "bad self ' and, therefore,

punishment of the child, in their eyes, becomes justified (Steele, 1997). Individuals with low
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self-esteem may not feel that they deserve to be treated with respect and as a consequence

may not treat others with respect either. Following Erikson, if self-esteem is low in

adolescence due to an impaired identity it will continue to be low in adulthood; thereby

maintaining an increased risk of child abuse among FAMs.

Analytical Framework: Child Abuse bv Formerly Adolescent Mothers

Erikson's theory has been applied to understand the risk of adolescent motherhood

and child abuse and how this relationship will continue with time. From this review, an

analytical framework has been developed for examining the risk of child abuse among

FAMs. This framework is illustrated in Figure 1.

According to Erikson's theory, it could be predicted that the identity formation of

FAMs will remain impaired and the adolescent motherhood-child abuse relationship will

persist with increasing age. FAMs will continue to have higher risk of child abuse than adult

mothers. A dashed line in figure I indicates this hypothesized risk. This research will

determine if FAMs and adult mothers differ on the identity variables of education,

employment, and self-esteem and, therefore, determine if impaired identity due to role

confusion persists into adulthood for FAMs. Also, this research will detect if the existence of

impaired identity can account for the increased risk of child abuse for FAMs. Erikson's

theory would predict that if impaired identity formation occurs for adolescent mothers and

increases the likelihood of child abuse, then the continuing impaired identity formation will

account for FAMs' heightened risk of child abuse.

Purposes of the Study

The purposes of this study are to understand if FAMs compared to adult mothers are

at an increased risk of child abuse, and if so, to determine why this is the case by
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Formerly
AdolescenlAdult

Motherhood
Status

Identity formation
measured by
o Education
o Employment
o Self-Esteem
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Figure 1. Framework for the hypothesized relationship between formerly adolescent

motherhood and child abuse.
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investigating if such risk can be accounted for by impaired identity due to disrupted

developmental tasks.

Hvpotheses

H)¡pothesis one. It was hypothesized that FAMs would be more likely to abuse their

children than adult mothers. To test this hypothesis, chi squares tests of significance were

conducted with motherhood status (adult mothers and FAMs) and occurrence/non-occurence

of child abuse as the variables.

Hypothesis two. It was hypothesized that FAMs would score lower than adult

mothers on the three measures of adolescent identity: educational attainment, employment

status, and self-esteem. To examine these predicted group differences, a Mann-'Whitney U

test was conducted, with motherhood status as the classification variable and educational

attainment as the dependent variable. A Mann-Whitney U test was used with this variable

because educational attainment was an ordinal level variable. Chi squares tests of

significance were used to examine the relationship between motherhood status and both

employment and self-esteem, as these were nominal level variables.

Hypothesis three. It was hypothesized that lower levels of education, employment

status, and self-esteem would increase the likelihood of the occurrence of child abuse. This

hypothesis was tested using multiple logistic regression, which estimates the odds of child

abuse occurring with the addition of each identity variable. For a ratio greater than one, the

variable is positively related to child abuse. For a ratio less than one, the variable is

negatively related to child abuse.
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Chapter [V: Method

The study examines data collected through the National Longitudinal Survey of

Children and Youth (NLSCÐ.r In the following sections, the method of data collection used

in this survey, the sample that was drawn for the purpose of the present study, and the

NLSCY items that constitute the present study's measures are described.

National Longitudinal Survey of Children and Youth (NLSCY)

In 1994, Human Resources Development Canada (HRDC) and Statistics Canada

developed a surveying tool that would produce information for policy analysis and program

development on issues that may influence Canada's children. This survey was titled the

National Longitudinal Survey of Children (NLSC). The first cycle of analysis began in the

winter of 1994-95 using a sample size of approximately 25,000 children ranging in age from

newborn to 11 years. Cycle two of the survey now titled the National Longitudinal Survey of

Children and Youth (NLSCY) was conducted in the winter and spring of 1996-97. This

cycle continued to collect information on the original sample while adding newborns and one

year olds. Cycle three of the survey commenced in the fall of 1998 and concluded in the

summer of 1999. In addition to the sample from cycle two, another group of newborns and

one year olds were added to the sample, as well as a group of five year olds to create

provincial estimates for this age $oup.

An interviewer employed by Statistics Canada collected the data from each

household. Several instruments were used for the collection of the data. The person most

knowledgeable (PMK) about the child (usually the mother) was asked to answer a

questionnaire providing information with regard to the family, household, and child. The

PMK and interviewer completed three questionnaires: the household contact questionnaire,

the parent questionnaire, and the child questionnaire. If the child was ten to fifteen years old

I Data used in the analysis were obtained by special agreement with Statistics Canada to access rhe NLSCY
master file. The analyses a¡e the sole responsibility of the author. The opinions expressed do not represent the
views of Statistics Canada.
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they were asked to fill out a self-completed questionnaire in private, in their own home, if a

parent gave signed consent.

The data collected in cycle three was used for this research for tr.vo reasons. First,

cycle three was used because it is the most recent of all three cycles making the data most

relevant to the current Canadian society. Second, in cycle three, the largest group of children

responded to the self-completed questionnaire, from which the present study's measure of

child abuse was drawn.

The NLSCY overcomes some of the major methodological limitations of previous

studies. First, data were collected from a representative sample of the Canadian population;

therefore, the findings can be generalized to the entire population. Second, the measure of

child abuse was administered privately and anonymously, maximizing the likelihood of

accurate responses. Finally, the sample was not limited to children already reported to child

welfare agencies, which would reduce generalizability of findings, as many cases of abuse go

unreported. (Trocme et al., 2001).

The Present Sample

The sample for this study was comprised of 4,387 women who are biological mothers

of children aged 10 to 15 years who responded to the self-completed questionnaire. Within

the total sample of 4,387 women, 4,250 were adult mothers and I37 were FAMs.

Measures

Mothe¡hood Status

Mothers were classified as either FAMs or adult mothers on the basis of their responses

to an item (cdmcdl8), which asked for the mother's year of age àt the birth of the target child

(child responding to the self-completed questionnaire). AII mothers nineteen years and

younger at the time of the birth of the target child were considered FAMs. All mothers aged22

or older at the time of birth of the target child were considered adult mothers. The three-year
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age spread between the two groups was designed to provide a clear differentiation between

mothers who were adolescents when their child was born and those who had their child after

they had entered adulthood. To create this classification variable of motherhood status, the

original variable (cdmcdl8) was recoded into a new variable @q@.!Shb) with values 0 for adult

mothers and 1 for FAMs.

Child Abuse

Children aged 10 to 15 years who participated in cycle three of the NLSCY were

asked to answer a self-completed questionnaire in the privacy of their own homes while the

interviewer waited. The document was sealed and not viewed by anyone within the

household. On this questionnaire, children were asked to rate the frequency in which they

are hit or threatened with being hit (cpmccqlp).2 The responses were rated on a five-point

scale: never, rarely, sometimes, often, and always. For the purpose of the present study,

children's responses to this item were collapsed to create a dichotomous variable (abuse)

with the categories of "yes" or "no" indicating that child abuse did or did not occur. This

decision was made on the basis of a preliminary examination of the distribution of responses

to this variable, which indicated that frequencies across the categories (rarely n = 615,

sometimes n = 24I; often n = 79; always n = 54) are too disparate and, in the cases of the

"often" and "always" categories, too few to allow reliable comparisons, particularly when

responses to this variable are further distributed across two categories of motherhood status.

The child's self-report was selected as the measure of abuse because it is less likely

than the PMK's report to be biased. The PMK may hesitate to reveal such information to an

interviewer due to social desirability or the fear of repercussions such admissions may create

(Steinmetz, 1988).

2 Although the threat of violence is a form of psychological abuse, it has been stated that psychological abuse is
embedded in all forms of child abuse and, therefore, is appropriate to be included within this study's measure of
child abuse (Garbarino, Gutterman, & Seeley, 1986; Hart, Brassard, & Karlson, 1996).
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Measures of Identity

Mothers' resolution of their adolescent identity crises @rikson, 1963) was measured

in three ways: educational attainment, employment status, and self-esteem. Maternal

educational attainment was determined by mothers'responses to two items (cedpq04 and

cedpqOl). For descriptive analysis, the item used asked for the mother's highest level of

educational attainment (cedpqO4) using the categories: no schooling, elementary school,

some secondary school, secondary school, beyond high school, some trade school, some

community college, some university, diploma from a trade school, diploma from a

community college, bachelor's degree, and masters, I\1D, or doctorate. Due to low

frequencies in some categories, the original values (cedpqO4) were recoded (edcat) into less

than high school (coded as 3), high school (coded as 2), some post secondary (coded as 1),

and diploma or unive¡sity degree (coded as 0). For multivariate analysis the actual number

of years of education was used (cedpqOl).

Maternal employment status was assessed by mothers' responses to an item (clfpd25),

which asked them to provide their cur¡ent working status: currently working, not working but

has had at least onejob, or not working and has never worked. Because of the low

frequencies in the category of "not working but has had at leastone job", the original values

were recoded (empstat) into "employed" (coded as 0) and "unemployed" (coded as i). The

employed category contained women who were working at the time of the survey. The

unemployed category consisted of women who were not working but who had at least one

job, as well as women who were not working and had never worked.

Self-esteem has been evaluated in past research with questions that ask how one feels

about oneself (Hurlbut etal.,1997). According to Erikson (1963), what is critical to the

formation of adolescent identity is others' perceptions of oneself. In the present study,

maternal self-esteem was measured with an item (cdppql2l), which asked, "How often have
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you felt or behaved this way during the past week?: I felt that people disliked me."

Respondents indicated their answers on a four-point scale: rarely or none of the time (0

days), some or a little of the time (approximately 2 days), occasionally or a moderate amount

of time (approximately 4 days), or most or all of the time (approximately 6 days). For the

descriptive analysis, these values were recoded (sestmall) into low self-esteem (coded as 1)

and high self-esteem (coded as 0). Low self-esteem was defined as feeling disliked some or

a little of the time to most of the time within the past week. High self-esteem was defined as

feeling disliked rarely or none of the time within the past week. For multivariate analysis,

the original variable (cdppql2l) was recoded (sestmint) into an interval level variable with

use of the mean days in one week they felt disliked.

Control Variables

Control variables were number of children and marital status. Number of children

was selected because the two comparison groups consist of women who had children in

different life stages. Women who have children in adolescence have a larger window of

opportunity to have more children compared to women who have children later in adulthood.

The number of children in the family is positively associated with an increased risk of child

abuse (Connelly & Straus, 1992) and, therefore, could contribute to increased risk of abuse

for FAMs. Number of children was measured by a variable that asked for the number of

children under 17 who live in the household (cdmhO7). Low frequencies in some cells

required the variable to be recoded (child#) for the descriptive analysis into one child (coded

as 0), two children (coded as 1), three children (coded as 2), or four or more children (coded

as 3). For multivariate analysis the original interval level variable was used.

Marital status was also controlled because past research has found that adolescent

mothers are more likely to be single (Leadbeater & Way, 2O0I) and that being single is

associated with increased risk of child abuse (Murphey & Braner, 2000). Marital status of
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the mother was determined by an item (cmmpqO4) which asked for marital status with

options of maried, common law, living with partner, single (never married), widowed,

separated, or divorced. Low frequencies in some categories required these values to be

recoded (maritals) into married or common law (including the living with partner category)

(coded as 0) and single (including widowed, separated, and divorced) (coded as 1). The

division of the categories are based on living arrangements. Figure 2 represents the model to

be tested in this research.

Method of Data Analysis

The data analysis was conducted in two stages. To understand the differences

between the comparison groups and to test hypotheses one and two, descriptive analysis

techniques were used. The relationships between categorical variables were tested using

cross-tabulations with chi square tests of significance. A Mann Whitney-U test was used to

test the relationship between the ordinal level education variable and motherhood status.

To test hypothesis three, multiple logistic regressions were used. This analysis was

conducted in two phases. First, multiple logistic regression was conducted on FAMs and

adult mothers separately to understand how the variables operate for each group of women.

Second, a sequential analysis was used to determine the extent to which FAMs' risk of child

abuse relative to adult mothers' was accounted for by the identity and control variables.

Weighting

The NLSCY allows for both cross-sectional and longitudinal analysis of the data.

This research identified a group of women with biological children aged 10 to 15 years to be

studied in a cross sectional analysis. The selection of a sub sample required the data to be

weighted. Weighting the data ensured that each respondent in the survey was accurately

representing the appropriate proportion of the general population. Each cycle in the NLSCY
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has both cross-sectional and longitudinal weights. These weights appear in the data files as

(cwtcwolc) for cross-sectional weight and (cwtcwoll) for longitudinal weight and must be

used to derive meaningful estimates of the population (Statistics Canada, 1999).

To obtain weights for this research the cross-sectional weight (cwtcwolc) was used.

Different procedures can be used to re-scale data. The process used for this research is

approved by Statistics Canada.3 In this method, the sub sample of biological mothers of

children aged 10 to 15 years was selected. Frequencies of the cross-sectional weight

(cwtcwolc) were run with the mean requested. To obtain a new weight (t_weight) the

compute command was used where the new weight (t_weight) was equal to the cross

sectional weight (cwtcwolc) divided by the mean. To confirm this calculation was accurate

the frequencies for the new weight (t_weight) were run with mean and sum requested. A

mean equal to 1.00 and sum equal to the sample size indicate an accurately re-scaled weight

factor that can be applied for the analysis of the data.

3 Personal communication with Andre Cyr at Statistics Canada, July 9,2002.
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Chapter V: Results

Descriptive Analysis

Hypothesis One: Child Abuse b)¡ Motherhood Status

The results of the cross.tabulation of the occurrence of child abuse by motherhood

status in the present study has shown that, while the majority of mothers were not abusive,

337o of FAMs were abusive toward their children compared to 22Vo of adult mothers. This

difference was signific añ 6: = 8.553, p = .003). Therefore, Hypothesis one, which

predicted that FAMs would be more likely than adult mothers to abuse their children, was

confirmed with these results.

Hypothesis Two: Identitl¿ Variables bl¡ Motherhood Status

Table 1 contains results of each identity variable cross-tabulated with motherhood

status. Educational attainment between FAMs and adult mothers were found to be

significantly different U=210240.500, p = .000). FAMs had lower levels of education than

adult mothers. FAMs were more likely than adult mothers to be unemployed (X2 = 8.309, p

= .004). However, self-esteem levels did not differ significantly between the two groups of

mothers É- = 0.485, p = .286). Therefore, these results lend partial support to hypothesis

two, which predicted that FAMs will have lower levels of educational attainment, higher

rates of unemployment, and lower self-esteem than adult mothers.

Control Variables bv Motherhood Status

Before the multivariate analysis was carried out, tests were conducted to determine

whether the two groups of mothers differed on the control variables - number of children and

marital status. Table 2 cont¿ins the results of both control variables cross-tabulated with

motherhood status. FAMs were no more likely than adult mothers to have larger families fQ

=264158.000, p = .329). However, FAMs were twice as likely as adult mothers to be single

É-=22.L64, p =.000).
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Table 1

Identity Variables by Motherhood Status (7o)

Motherhood Status

Variable Adult Mothers FAMs

Education***

Less than high school

High school

Some post secondary

Degree or diploma

Employmentxx*

Unemployed

Employed

Self-Esteem

Low

High

r0.4

18.6

29.t

4t.9

2I.I

78.9

7.9

92.1

23.9

15.9

25.4

34.8

3r.4

68.6

9.5

90.5

***p < .ol
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Table2

Control Variables by Motherhood Status (7o)

Motherhood Status

Variable Adult Mothers FAMs

Number of children

One child

Two children

Three children

Four or more children

Marital Status***

Single

Not single

19.5

47.3

24.6

8.5

15.1

84.9

19.9

44.1

21.2

8.8

29.9

70.1

**xp < .01
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Although number of children did not differ between the groups, it was included in the

multivariate analysis along with marital status. While the descriptive analyses suggest that

the number of children may not be important in differentiating FAMs and adult mothers, it is

nevertheless possible that number of children will still operate differently for FAMs and

adult mothers in terms of the impact it has on child abuse. Therefore, both number of

children and marital status were included in the multivariate analyses to provide a complete

test of these variables.

Multivariate Analysis

Hypothesis Three: The Odds of Child Abuse for FAMs and Adult Mothers

The multivariate analysis was conducted in two stages, which will be discussed in

turn. The first stage of the multivariate analysis was executed to assess the impact of the

independent variables on the odds of child abuse for FAMs and adult mothers. To do this,

two separate logistic regressions were conducted. One regression was conducted for FAMs

and another for adult mothers. Table 3 provides the results of the logistic regressions on

child abuse for FAMs and adult mothers taken separately.a's

The results indicate that when controlling for all other variables in the

model, as hypothesized education was negatively linked to child abuse for FAMs. So, as the

level ofeducation increased, the odds ofchild abuse dec¡eased for this group. For every

additional year of education, FAMs' odds of child abuse were reducedby l87o (p = .OgZ).

The results indicate that the odds of child abuse for adult mothers decreased by 47o for each

additional year of education; however, this finding was not statistically significant (p= .I74)

4 Odds ratios greater than one indicate that the va¡iable is positively related to child abuse. For ratios less than
one, the va¡iable is negatively related to child abuse. Odds ratios are converted into percentages by taking the
odds ratio minus one and multiplying by 100.
5 Samples that are small in size a¡e less sensitive to statistical significance tests. Since the sample of FAMs is
small, it is probable that a failure to reach statistical signihcance when the impact is large is a function of the
small sample. Therefore, such findings should be not disregarded. For this reason, in cases when the impact of
the independent variable is large for FAMs but statistically insignificant, the focus of the discussion is on the
impact ofeach va¡iable, rather than statistical signihcance.
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Table 3

Results of Logistic Regression of Child Abuse for Adult Mothers and FAMs

Motherhood Status

Variable Adult Mothers

Odds ratios

FAMs

Odds ratios

Education

Employment

Unemployed

Employed

Self-esteem

Number of children

Marital Status

Single

Not single

Constant

0.958

1.039

1.000

1.1 1 1**

1.035

I.336*+,*

1.000

0.4r4**

4377

t9

0.821*

0.692

1.000

t.t96

1.521**

1.876'4

r.000

1.426

234

n

-2 log-likelihood

f
*p <.10; **p <.05; ***p <.01
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and, therefore, can be taken to mean that education did not have an impact on child abuse for

adult mothers.6 Therefore, it seems that the level of mothers' education did have a large

impact on the odds of child abuse for FAMs only.

With regard to the hypothesis that unemployment would lead to increased occurrence

of child abuse, the results indicate that this was not true for FAMs or adult mothers.

Contrary to this hypothesis, when all other variables were controlled, unemplolrnent status

for FAMs decreased the odds of child abuse by 3I7o (p=.320). Since the impact of this

variable on child abuse for FAMs was large, it is likely that the inability to find a statistically

significant result is due to small sample size and, therefore, the large impact should be

considered substantively significant. Conversely, employment increased the odds of child

abuse for adult mothers. However, the increase was by a mere 47o and was not statistically

significant (p =.683). Therefore, it seems that employment status did not have an impact on

child abuse for adult mothers.

The hypothesis that low self-esteem would increase the risk of child abuse was

supported for both FAMs and adult mothers. When all variables were controlled, low self-

esteem increased the risk of child abuse by 20Vo for FAMs (p = .358) and by IITo for adult

mothers (p =.014). Since the smaller impact for adult mothers was found to be statistically

significant, it is likely that the reason for a statically insignificant impact for FAMs is the

small sample size and, therefore, this impact on the odds of child abuse for FAMs should be

considered substantively significant. Also, it must be stated that the impact of low self-

esteem for FAMs was almost twice as high as it was among adult mothers, suggesting that

self-esteem did play a more important role in child abuse for FAMs.

When controlling for all other variables, number of children increased the odds of

child abuse by a large margin for FAMs. For each additional child, the odds of child abuse

6 Sample size for adult mothers is large (n= 4,250) and, therefore, statistical signihcance should be considered
accurate.
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increased by 527o (p = .017) for FAMs. For adult mothers, the odds of child abuse increased

by only 47o for each additional child (p = .385). Therefore, having a large family was found

to impact the odds of child abuse for FAMs and not adult mothers.

Single marital status increased the odds of child abuse for both FAMs and adult

mothers. When all other variables were controlled, being single created an 88To increase in

the odds of child abuse for FAMs (p = .066) and a 347o increase for adult mothers (p =.004).

Therefore, the impact of being single was more than two times greater for FAMs than for

adult mothers. Some identity and control variables operate in the same way for FAMs and

adult mothers. However, for each comparison there was a much larger impact on the odds

of child abuse for FAMs than adult mothers.

The second stage of the multivariate analysis was conducted to understand the extent

to which identity variables account for child abuse between FAMs and adult mothers. To

obtain these findings sequential logistic regressions were run. Four models were created to

estimate the odds of child abuse for FAMs relative to adult mothers when certain variables

were controlled.

Table 4 contains the results of the sequential logistic regressions. For each model, a

logistic regression was conducted and the odds ratios for child abuse of FAMs were

examined relative to those of adult mothers. The first model in table 4 included only the

motherhood status variable. Consistent with the descriptive analysis, without controlling

any variables, the odds of child abuse were significantly higher for FAMs compared to adult

mothers (p = .004). FAMs hadTIVo higher odds of child abuse than adult mothers.

The second model in table 4 included motherhood status and controlled for the three

identity variables. When the identity variables were controlled, the odds of child abuse for

FAMs were reducedby L}Vo relative to adult mothers. The odds ratio remained statistically

significant (p = .011).
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Table 4

Results of Sequential Logistic Reeression on Child Abuse

Model Odds Ratio p

Model I

(V/ithout controls)

Motherhood Status

FAMs

Adults

Constant

-2 log-likelihood

*

Model2

(Controlling for identity

variables: education,

employment, self-esteem)

Motherhood Status

FAMs

Adults

Constant

-2 log-likelihood

f

r.7t3

1.000

0.286

4611

8

1.6T4

1.000

0.586

4620

2T

.004

.000

.011

.r39

table continues
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Model Odds Ratio p

Model3

(controlling for control

variables: number of

children, marital status)

Motherhood Status

FAMs

Adults

Constant

-2 log-likelihood

X2

Model4

(controlling for all variables:

education, employment,

self-esteem, number of

children, marital status)

Motherhood Status

FAMs

Adult

Constant

-2 log-likelihood

f

r.624

1.000

0.236

4663

22

1.550

1.000

0.46t

46t0

31

.009

.000

.020

.039
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The third model in table 4 included motherhood status and controlled for the two

control variables. When the latter variables were controlled, the odds of child abuse for

FAMs decreased by 97o relative to adult mothers. The odds ratio remained statistically

significant (p = .009).

The final model (table 4) was the full model including motherhood status and

controlling for all of the other independent variables in the study. When all other variables

were controlled, the odds of child abuse for FAMs compared to adult mothers were reduced

by 167o (p =.020). In other words, controlling for all variables in the model, FAMs had 557o

higher odds of child abuse compared to adult mothers. Therefore, the combination of the

identity and control variables provided the greatest reduction of odds. Further, although the

significance of the odds ratio is reduced from .001 to .020, it is evident that neither the

identity nor the control variables fully accounted for FAMs' significantly higher prevalence

of child abuse.
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Chapter VI: Discussion

Child Abuse and Motherhood Status

Past research has demonstrated that adolescent mothers are at increased risk of

abusing their children (Benedict et al., 1985; Chaffin etal., T996; Creighton, 1985). The

findings of the present study have demonstrated that this risk continues with time, as the

adolescent mother becomes a FAM. The continuation of this relationship into adulthood

highlights the importance of isolating FAMs from adult mothers in research.

In short, this research determines that children born to adolescent mothers continue to

be at a greater risk for child abuse compared to children born to adult mothers. According to

Erikson's theory, this increased risk may be attributable to poor identity formation, as

reflected in mothers' levels of education, employ.rnent status, and self-esteem.

Identit)¡ Variables and Motherhood Status

Educational Attainment

On the basis of previous research on adolescent parenting populations (De Paul &

Domenech, 2000; Freeman & Rickels, 1993), it was hypothesized that educational attainment

would be lower among FAMs than among adult mothers. The present findings support this

hypothesis. Even though women can continue their education after having a child within

adolescence, their rate of progress or achievement is lower compared to women without such

a disruption. The present findings suggest that completing high school is likely to be more

challenging for individuals who have the responsibility of childrearing.

Erikson's theory predicts that lower levels of education will interfere with the

formation of a secure identity. It was hypothesized that this situation would increase the

likelihood of child abuse (Benedict et al., 1985; Cadzow et al., 1999; Schloesser et al., 1992).

Lower levels of educational attainment did not have an impact on the odds of child abuse for

adult mothers. Yet, the impact of lower education on the risk of child abuse was
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considerably greater for FAMs. Each additional year of education reduced of the odds of the

occurrence of child abuse by l87o for FAMs. A possible explanation as to why education

impacted the odds of child abuse for FAMs but not for adult mothers may be found within

the framework of Erikson's theory. According to this theory, education may be especially

important for FAMs because, according to Erikson's theory, it helps to form a secure identity

and it is the ill formed identity that increases the risk of child abuse. Adult mothers'

education during adolescence is not interrupted by motherhood and, consequently, the

formation of a secure identity is more likely. Additional years of education for FAMs may

help to increase the likely of forming a secure identity and, therefore, have a greate..;- impact

on decreasing the odds of child abuse for these women,

The results of this research indicate that education accounts for some of the increased

likelihood of child abuse for FAMs. The impact of education is great for FAMs and,

therefore, it should be included in future research on FAMs and child abuse.

Emplo)¡ment Status

Previous research conducted in the United States has determined that adolescent

mothers have high rates of unemployment (Leadbeater & Way, 2001). It was predicted that

FAMs would have higher rates of unemployment than adult mothers. The present findings

demonstrate that the rate of unemployment continues to be higher for FAMs than for adult

mothers, supporting this hypothesis. Higher rates of unemployment for FAMs may be based

on lower levels of education, inability to explore employment options, and/or decreased

employability because of additional responsibilities of childrearing commencing in

adolescence. It is possible that FAMs are more likely than adult mothers to decide to be stay-

at-home mothers, rather than hold low quality employment positions.

Interestingly, the impact of employment status on the odds of child abuse does not

function in the same way for FAMs and adult mothers. While being unemployed decreased
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the odds of child abuse for FAMs, it appears that employment status had no impact on the

odds of child abuse for adult mothers. Therefore, employment st¿tus may not be a relevant

variable for adult mothers in terms of their likelihood to abuse their children.

Surprisingly, unemployment status decreased the odds of child abuse among FAMs.

Such a finding should not necessarily be taken to suggest that unemployment is a desirable

status for FAMs. Instead, this result may help to understand the conditions of FAMs who do

work. Traditionally, a woman's responsibility was within the home attending to the

household and childcare and it was the man's role to work outside the home and make

financial contributions to the family (Klein & White, 1996). The modern family has

deviated from this tradition, as women have entered the work force and created the situation

of dual career households. Yet, even though women are in successful careers, it is common

for the majority of household and childcare responsibilities to still be the responsibility of

women (Lero, 1996). Therefore, the finding that employment increased the odds of child

abuse may highlight the unequal distribution of household and childcare responsibilities

among men and women. This, however, does not explain why the risk of child abuse for

unemployed women only applies to FAMs.

It was found in the present study that unemployment decreased the odds of child

abuse for FAMs. An explanation as to why this is the case can be speculated. What this

research is unable to determine is if the type or quality of job is a more important factor than

employment status. It may be the case that FAMs hold employment positions that are not

equal to those of adult mothers in terms of autonomy, creativity, and the possibility to be

promoted. Therefore, it may not be employment status that provides the best prediction of

child abuse, but rather, the quality of the job or how satisfied a woman is with her job.

Alternatively, if a woman is dissatisfied with her employment situation, a healthy

identity formation may be more likely if she becomes unemployed and is able to securely
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identify herself as a mother and, thus, she may be less likely to abuse her child. Therefore,

poor identity formation may still lead to child abuse, but it may not simply be employment

status that allows for a secure identity to be formed. The results from this research suggest

that more information than just employment status is needed to accurately understand the

role of employment in the formation of a secure identity and its impact on child abuse.

Self-Esteem

It was predicted that FAMs would have lower self-esteem than adult mothers.

According to the present findings, this does not appear to be the case; there was no difference

in the self-esteem scores of the two groups. Past research on self-esteem and adolescent

parenting has resulted in inconsistent findings and difficulty in understanding how self-

esteem operates. Obtaining accurate measures of such aspects of personality is not an easy

task, and may contribute to the inconsistency of findings.

Alternatively, it may be the case that, with time, the FAM will adjust to her role as

mother and low self-esteem will increase to normative levels. Time and the acceptance of a

mothering role will not increase levels of educational attainment or increase employability,

but may have a positive impact on self-esteem. As a result, self-esteem may function

differently than the other identity variables.

The present research demonstrates that low self-esteem does lead to an increased

likelihood of child abuse for both FAMs and adult mothers. This finding is in accordance

with previous research (Brown et al., i998). Individuals with low self-esteem may create

internal working models of the self as being unworthy, inadequate, and incompetent (Harter,

1998). When these feelings occur in conjunction with childrearing challenges, such as

initable children, difficult child behaviours, or simply parent-child conflict, the mother with

low self-esteem may feel she is not equipped to deal with the problem. Consequently, the
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mother may resort to aggressive disciplinary techniques such as hitting the child, to terminate

the immediate difficult childrearing situation; potentially creating a pattern of child abuse.

Interestingly, the increased odds of child abuse for FAMs with low self-esteem are

almost two times that of adult mothers with low self-esteem. While FAMs are not more

likely to have low self-esteem than adult mothers, the fact that low self-esteem has a much

larger impact for FAMs suggests that different mechanisms are functioning in the two $oups

of women. In other words, there may be a factor or factors preventing adult mothers with

Iow self-esteem from being as likely as FAMs to abuse their children. It may be that the root

or cause of low self-esteem is different for the two groups of women. For example, FAMs'

low self-esteem may be directly related to their mothering role because of exposure to

negative judgements of their early parenthood. Therefore, FAMs may associate poor feelings

of themselves with parenting and, more specifically, their children, contributing to an

increased risk of abusive parenting behaviour. It may be that adult mothers are able to

separate their feelings about themselves from their feelings about their children because adult

mothers' low self-esteem may be unrelated to their parenting role. Therefore, the adult

mother's ability to cognitively separate her low self-esteem from parenting may be a

preventative factor for this group.

To summarize the discussion of identity variables, this research demonstrates that

FAMs differ from adult mothers on most identity variables. Therefore, the fundamental

aspects required to form a healthy identiry may be impaired for FAMs. In other words, it

seems that the collision of adolescent and adult roles result in confusion, which, in turn,

precipitates impaired identity for FAMs.
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Control Variables and Motherhood Status

Number of Children

The present research demonstrates that, in Canada, FAMs do not have more children

than adult mothers. This result conffadicts past research from the United States that finds

women who give birth in adolescence have more children than women who give birth in

adulthood (Connelly & Straus, 1992). This finding may suggest that it is not the number of

children that differs between FAMs and adult mothers, but rather, when the children are

conceived. It has been found that repeat pregnancies soon after the first birth are very high

for adolescent mothers (Leadbeater & Way, 2001). Therefore, it may be that adolescent

mothers have children close together in adolescence, but do not continue to give birth at this

rate in adulthood. Consequently, when comparing these women later in life, FAMs and adult

mothers will not differ in family size, but rather, the life stage in which they gave birth.

In this study, it was found that the number of children increases the odds of child

abuse for FAMs. This finding partially supports previous research on child abuse and family

size (Straus et al., 1980).7 More children have been noted to increase the stress in the

household and, therefore, represent a risk marker for child abuse (Kotch et al., 1995). As the

number of members of the family increases, generally the resources become limited, creating

a stressful environment conducive to child abuse.

According to the present findings, FAMs were not more likely than adult mothers to

have more children but having more children had a much larger impact on child abuse among

FAMs than among adult mothers. FAMs were at a 52Vo increased likeliliood of child abuse

for each additional child they had. Since the increased odds of child abuse for adult mothers

was very low and statistically insignificant (p = .385), family size did not have an impact on

7 Straus (1980) suggests that the risk of child abuse increases with increasing number of cliildren in the family
up to five and then families with more that five are at a decreased level of risk. Since few families in Canada
have five children or more (Statistics Canada, 1996), the focus of this discussion will be restricted to families
with up to five children.
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the risk of child abuse for adult mothers; suggesting that adult mothers may be better

equipped than FAMs to manage the demands of more children. More children in the

household inevitability increases stress by requiring emotional and financial contributions for

the fulfilment of the children's needs, which may be more challenging for FAMs. FAMs

may have fewer effective resources to handle complex parenting circumstances created by

the presence ofincreased numbers ofchildren. Indeed, past research has shown that

adolescent mothers are more reliant than adult mothers on physical means of discipline

(Garcia Coll et al., 1987;' Stevens-Simon & Nelligan, 1998). Clearly, since the number of

children in the household impacts FAMs, this variable is important to an understanding of

child abuse among FAMs.

Marital Status

The present findings confirmed that, in Canada, FAMs are more likely than adult

mothers to be single and supports previous research conducted in the United States

demonstrating that adolescent mothers are less likely to be married (Leadbeater & Way,

2001). Adolescent women who become pregnant are less likely now than in previous

decades to marry the father of the unborn child simply because of the pregnancy (Leadbeater

& Way, 2001). In the United States in i955, 857o of teenage women who became pregnant

married the father, compared to 287o in 1992 (Moore, Miller, Glei, & Monison, 1995).

Nevertheless, a FAM who does not marry the father may have a difficult time finding an

alternate partner to marry because of the challenges of developing a serious relationship

while raising children, such as limited time and opportunities to meet a compatible mate

willing to take on the responsibility of her children. These challenges may increase the

likelihood that many FAMs will remain single.

Being single increases the odds of child abuse for both FAMs and adult mothers.

Therefore, a single mother, regardless of her age, mày be more likely to abuse her child
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because of the stress of being a single mother and surviving on one income compared to dual

earner families. Having less income and less support may increase the odds of child abuse.

However, the increased odds of child abuse were considerably higher among single FAMs

than among single adult mothers. This finding may reflect a qualitative difference in single

status between these two groups of women. In the present study, single status included those

who were single (never married), widowed, divorced, and separated. It may be the case that

adult women tend to become single mothers due to divorce or separation while FAMs may

be more likely to have never been married. If this is the case, single adult mothers may be

more likely to have financial contributions from their former partners. If the FAMs are

divorced or separated, they also may receive financial compensation from their former

husbands. However, these husbands are likely to be formerly adolescent fathers and,

therefore, financial contributions are likely to be lower compared to those from adult fathers.

It is also more likely that single adult mothers are more emotionally prepared for childrearing

compared to single adolescents who are likely to become pregnant by accident and are

dependent on others to support their child. Therefore, a qualitative difference in single status

between these two groups of women may contribute to the difference in odds of child abuse.

The Odds of Child Abuse for FAMs Relative to Adult Mothers

Results of the sequential regressions provide an understanding of the impact of each

group of variables on the higher odds of child abuse for FAMs. Not surprisingly, the risk of

child abuse for FAMs is the strongest when no variables are controlled. When identity

variables are controlled, the risk of child abuse is reduced by a small margin for FAMs.

When only the control variables are controlled, the higher risk of child abuse for FAMs is

again reduced by a small margin, but to a slightly lesser extent in comparison to the identity

variables. It is when both identity and control variables are added to the model that the odds

of child abuse are reduced to the greatest extent. Unexpectedly, however, even when all
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variables in the model are included, the odds of child abuse for FAMs relative to adult

mothers are still very high.

Drawing from Erikson's theory, identity variables should, for the most part, account

for the increased likelihood of child abuse for FAMs; impaired identity formation due to role

confusion should largely explain FAMs' heightened risk of child abuse. Controlling the

identity variables does reduce the odds of child abuse for FAMs. The greater impact of the

identity variables on the likelihood of child abuse for FAMs clearly demonstrates the validity

of their inclusion in an explanation of the relationship between FAMs and child abuse, yet

the explanatory value of these variables is very limited. The identity variables certainly do

not fully account for the increased likelihood of child abuse for FAMs. Therefore, even

though impailed identity formation appears to be greater among FAMs than adult mothers, it

does not completely explain why FAMs are more likely to abuse their children. Erikson's

theory offers only limited explanatory value for understanding the FAM-child abuse

relationship.

The findings of the present study, therefore, suggest that Erikson's theory is

inadequate as a stand-alone explanation of why FAMs are more likely to abuse their children

than adult mothers. In a very modest capaciry, identiry variables aid understanding of child

abuse if they are among other variables within a larger framework. The present findings

suggest that a more holistic approach needs to be used to fully understand this relationship.
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Chapter VII: Concluding Comments

The final chapter of this thesis identifies the limitations of the study, implications of

the findings, suggestions for future research, and concludes with a brief discussion of the

study's results in a broad perspective.

Limitations

This research was conducted using existing data, which introduces limitations on the

availability of variables and how questions are asked. The first limitation was that a measure

of child abuse was taken only for the target child. It could not be determined whether child

abuse occurs with other children in the household. With information on all children, the

variation of risk to children born within different stages of a woman's life could be better

understood. In the present study, it could only be determined whether a child born in the

mother's adolescent life stage versus a child born within the mother's adult life stage is at an

increased risk of child abuse later in life.

Second, some variables in the present study, such as education, were quantified at an

interval level and were an excellent measure. However, other independent variables, such as

employment and self-esteem, could have been measured with more detail by providing more

description or using more than one item. In addition to the independent variables, even

though the dependent variable was able to provide a good indicator of child abuse, ideally

such behaviour should be studied with a standardized measure. There is a need for better

developed variables in such data sets for the pursuit of a better understanding of child abuse

in Canada.

Finally, a much larger sample of adult mothers was included in tliis study compared

to FAMs. A small sample of FAMs created difficulty in obtaining significant findings in the

multiple logistic regressions run separately on FAMs. Ideally, an equal sample size of adult
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mothers and FAMs would have been obtained for this study and, therefore, the inability to do

so should be considered a limitation.

Even though some limitations can be found in the design and measures of this study,

it should be noted that it had many strengths. First, a group of women at an increased risk for

child abuse were identified and it was demonstrated that they merit special attention in future

research. Second, many studies on child abuse at a representative national level are limited

to the United States as the few Canadian studies have not tended to use representative

samples. This research contributes to knowledge of child abuse in Canada by employing a

representative sample of mothers. The present sample was not limited to reported cases of

child abuse, child abuse only in one area of Canada, and/or small size. Thus, through

investigating an understudied group of women at risk for child abuse using a representative

sample of Canadian women, the present study has made an important contribution to our

understanding of child abuse.

Implications

The present findings confirm that difficulties associated with adolescent motherhood

continue into adulthood and designates FAMs a population at risk for child abuse. It should

be clarified that being within an at-risk population does not indicate that all members of the

group will become abusive. Rather, they are more vulnerable and, therefore, require a

special response to their needs as mothers. The ultimate goal is to supply these mothers with

appropriate supports so that they will be able to provide an environment in which their

children can thrive.

The present findings imply that keeping adolescent mothers in school will help to

reduce their odds of child abuse later in adulthood. Therefore, programs need to be

developed and maintained to enable these women to complete high school and provide them

with an opportunity to continue a post secondary education. Currently in Manitoba, there are
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some resources in place to support adolescent mothers.s A province wide program called

Baby First is available to all at risk mothers, including adolescent mothers. This is a

voluntary program that will pair each mother with a mentor who will make home visits and

help the mother with her parenting needs. The perinatal unit of Child and Family Services

will also assess the needs of every adolescent mother after she gives birth to determine if she

requires additional supports. Programs that are more specific to the educational needs of

adolescent mothers are not as widely available. One high school in the province of Manitoba

is run specially for pregnant and parenting adolescents and allows these women to complete

their high school diploma at their own pace. Only two school divisions in the province have

programs in place to help adolescent mothers. These two divisions have infant labs run by

the school that provide babysitting services. As well, these schools have policies for

mothers, such as handing in assignments late if their infants get sick. Therefore, programs to

help adolescent mothers to stay in school are not well developed or widely available in the

province. Such programs need to be encouraged.

The findings regarding the role of employment suggest that the quality of the working

environment should be improved to attend to the needs of FAMs and minimize their work

stresses. If FAMs experience greater odds of child abuse because of the quality of their

employment, then an investment in the skills of these women needs to be made to increase

their ability to find jobs that they find satisfying. However, without further research on

employment and child abuse for FAMs compared to adult mothers, such changes can only be

viewed as suggestions in preliminary stages of development.

Self-esteem should be included as a variable in future investigations of the

relationship between FAMs and child abuse. The present findings suggest that low self-

esteem increases the odds of child abuse for FAMs and adult mothers. Increasing levels of

8 Personal communication with Tara Mangano at Healthy Child Manitoba, August 20,2002.
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self-esteem and positive feelings of self-worth are likely to reduce the risk of child abuse. A

program that encourages the development of parenting skills, coping strategies, creates a

support network, and validates the importance of the parenting role may contribute to an

increase of self-esteem and, consequently, reduce child abuse. However, it should be noted

that the measure of self-esteem used in the present study was very limited, so the findings

should be interpreted with caution.

The control variables in this research also contribute to our understanding of child

abuse for FAMs. Even though FAMs are not more likely to have more children than adult

mothers, they seem to be more likely to be ill equipped to handle more children. The

implication of this finding is that FAMs need to be taught more effective parenting skills and

coping strategies to handle the complexity of raising more than one child. AIso, as a

preventative measure women who become pregnant during adolescence need to understand

the increased risk of having additional children.

Single marital status increases the odds of child abuse among FAMs significantly

more than among adult mothers. Therefore, efforts need to be made to equip FAMs with

more effective parenting skills to increase their ability to raise children in the absence of a

partner. Also, support could be provided for these women in the form of a social support

network. Connecting single FAMs with other single FAMs may help to alleviate the stress

and anxiety of single parenthood.

Viewing these implications collectively provides an initial sketch of some elements

that need to be included in a proactive program focused on the prevention ofchild abuse by

FAMs in Canada. However, more research is needed to determine what accounts for the

remaining unexplained risk of child abuse for FAMs relative to adult mothers. Such research

needs to include a more holistic framework for analysis that can encompass the variables
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identified in this research, yet include other variables that will account for more of the risk of

child abuse among FAMs.

Future Research

Some specific suggestions for future research can be derived from the present

findings. First, it was unexpected that levels of self-esteem among FAMs and adult mothers

did not differ. This finding indicates that future research needs to further probe the

relationship between self-esteem and child abuse. The measure of self-esteem used in this

study was limited, so firm conclusion about the similarity in the levels of self-esteem for

FAMs and adult mothers and how self-esteem impacts the odds of child abuse cannot be

drawn. Future studies need to use superior tools to measure self-esteem to determine if there

truly is no difference in self-esteem between FAMs and adult mothers.

Another direction for future research based on the findings of the present study is the

exploration of employment status and how it is related to child abuse. It was surprising to

find that unemployment status decreased the odds of child abuse for FAMs. The present

findings suggest that it is more than employment status that accounts for the odds of child

abuse. A more complete understanding of the employment situation including a description

of employment, satisfaction from the job, and stress created by the working environment may

lead to a better measure of employment and, in turn, clarify the role employment plays in the

occuûence of child abuse.

Finally, moving from adolescence into adulthood is a developmental process and,

therefore, a developmental theory has guided this research. The present research

demonstrates that Erikson's theory is useful but inadequate to fully account for FAMs'

higher likelihood of child abuse. Consequently, a new theoretical perspective needs to be

explored in future research.
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Many theories have been applied to explain child abuse, yet theoretical development

in the area remains weak. A useful theory needs to be versatile enough to include many

variables from developmental as well as other domains and it must be testable. An

ecological model may provide a fruitful avenue for research and theory building. The

ecological framework would be able to neatly include developmental variables, as well as

other variables that have been found to be important in past research on adolescent

motherhood and child abuse. Specifically, past research has found that income (Cadzow et

al., L999; De Paul & Domenech, 2000), ethnicity (Health Canada, 1999), social support

(Haskett et al., L994), parenting style (Baranowski et al., 1990; Garcia Coll et al., 1987;

Luster & Rhoades, 1989; Stevens-Simon & Nelligan, 1998), and health problems (Lahey,

Conger, Atkeson, & Treiber, 1984) have provided insights on adolescent motherhood and

child abuse. These variables can be arranged into an ecological framework in future research

to further probe the FAM-child abuse relationship

Conclusions

Placing focus on an understudied group of FAMs has challenged the traditional

definition of adolescent mothers, which only includes mothers currently within adolescence

and, consequently, has stretched the conceptualization of adolescent motherhood. This

research has contributed to our knowledge of child abuse among adolescent mothers by

demonstrating that the increased risk of child abuse continues, as the adolescent mother

becomes a FAM.

Although the present study has provided evidence that FAMs are a population at risk

for child abuse, it also has demonstrated that our knowledge of this population is limited.

Future research on adolescent mothering has to focus on the developmental pathways of

these women. FAMs are a unique group and their particular concerns and needs should be

studied separately from those of adult mothers. Increased understanding of FAMs will
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contribute to the development of effective responses to their needs, and promote healthy

development and wellness for theil children.
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